Insignia Series collection

The glorious Old World structures still seen throughout Southern Europe and England, from Tuscany’s quaint hill towns to London’s bustling Elizabethan era thoroughfares, continue to inspire us hundreds of years later. With the Insignia Series, we’ve reached back across the centuries to resurrect a golden era in architecture – featuring sumptuous colors, textures and motifs that are making a lasting mark in the New World.

An extension of our popular Gleason Collection, the Insignia Series achieves its well-aged appearance thanks to a special tumbling process – producing unique color and texture variations that result in its signature Old World patina. Despite their time-worn facade, the entire series is made with thoroughly modern production techniques to provide a final result that’s durable, energy efficient and easy to maintain.

A solid foundation built by Meridian® Brick.

PLEASE NOTE: This literature is intended to generally show the color range of the featured product. Using print and photography, it is impossible to show all colors, percentages of colors, texture and the harmless imperfections that may be contained in thousands of brick. Brick from different production runs may vary slightly in color range and texture.